
An immune-boosting nutritional aid with a proven
 30-year history of improving health and quality of life.

With studies on ALS stabilization, cancer, PTSD, immune
support and more, Haelan 951      is superior nutrition for

maximum results.
Code: HOLISTICMADEEASY for FREE Shipping!

Whole food protein, collagen and nutritional 
supplementation products designed to provide Ancient

Nutrients in a modern, convenient form to power
the body and mind, restoring us to the health, strength

and vitality of our ancestors.
Code: LIVEHOLISTIC10 for 10% off your first order!

LT360 helps patients get REAL answers to their health
concerns and to heal at the cellular level.

 Email "LT360" in the subject line to 
info@HolisticMadeEasy.com and receive $100 off your

LT360 membership and 10% off all supplements!
 www.LT360.com

Stay in touch! info@holisticmadeeasy.com // Follow:                                   @holisticmadeeasy

Ebars hand-crafts certified 100% Organic, Non-GMO,
gluten-free, Vegan, Paleo and Kosher energy bars that

are gender, sport and lifestyle-specific. 
Healthy, performance-enhancing, 
functional, whole-food nutrition.

Code: HOLISTIC for 5% off!

Snack sticks that start with 100% grass-fed beef and free-range
chicken and turkey, then a dash or organic seasoned salt,

blended into a proprietary recipe. The result.. the cleanest,
best-tasting snack sticks you can find. 

Paleo and Whole30 approved!
Code: LiveHolistic for 10% off!

Probiotic Air Systems diffuse patented Environmental Probiotics into the air 
within virtually any indoor space. Enviro-biotics purify the air, surfaces and can 
even penetrate hard to reach areas such as carpets, mattresses, ductwork and 
everything in between with specific strains of probiotics and microorganisms. 

No matter where you are, PAS can reset and balance your indoor ecology. 
Mention Code: LIVEHOLISTIC in contact form 

at www.probio-air.com for 10% off!

All Julian Bakery products are 100% gluten-free, grain-free
and non-GMO! One of our personal favorites is the grass-
fed beef protein powder and PaleoThins crackers!

Code: LIVEHOLISTIC for 10% off everything online!

The world leader in antioxidant-rich hydrogen water
machines, EMF Radiation protection (Qi), clean energy

personal infrared saunas, and much more.
Code: HolisticMadeEasy for 10% off!

Recommended Products & Services
Visit our website: HolisticMadeEasy.com and click on "We Recommend"

Click on the the Product or Service that interests you and use code or find discount already applied! 
Please share this with clients, friends & family! 

Ready Made Meals by

Save time and money by eating delicious pre-portioned meals
 prepped with the cleanest ingredients (locally sourced 
whenever possible)! With dozens of pick-up locations 

around Middle TN, there is bound to be one close to you!
Code: HOME15 for 15% off first order!

Probiotic solutions and plant-based cleaners
 (nature's scrubbers) that replace toxicity generally 

associated with cleaning. 
Code: HME5 for 5% off your order!

Our Mission: To empower and educate individuals through events, products and services
 that make living a holistic lifestyle simple and easy.


